
 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

SecureLearn®  
Reducing Recidivism by Precisely Securing Access to Online Education 
 

Individuals receiving educational courses in prison are 43% percent less likely to be re-
incarcerated. Recidivism rates in the United States currently sit at around 50%. 

 

Phone: 888 932-4772 
Email: info@seclearn.com 

View product video at 
www.seclearn.com 

SECURE ONLINE EDUCATION  

SecureLearn is a controlled Internet access 
platform to grant access to high risk users.  
 
User are provided with access to online skill 
building resources: educational, vocational, life 
skills, mental health. 
 
Only Internet resources designated by the agency 
and facility’s staff are configured and accessable. 

REDUCE RECIDIVISM  

SecureLearn addresses the security concerns that 
have traditionally prevented corrections 
stakeholders from permitting Internet access 
within their facilities.  
 
SecureLearn removes equity barriers that have 
hindered access to resources that promote 
rehabilitation and improve reentry success. 

Education and employment are the largest contributors to 
 an incarcerated individual’s successful reentry. 



 

www.seclearn.com || 800 932-4772 

 
 

SecureLearn
®

 Benefits 

 

 

FIRST THE FACTS 

 Fact:  The average total cost per incarcerated individual is $33,274 per year. 

 Fact:  Recidivism rates in the United States currently sit at around 50%. 

 Fact:  Recidivism is significantly reduced when individuals in the criminal justice system have  

            access to education, mental health, substance abuse and other life-skill resources. 

 

SECURELEARN STUDENT BENEFITS 

Provides Resources to Work Towards Self-
Improvement Goals in Order to:   

SECURELEARN PRISON/FACILITY BENEFITS 

Resources to Improve Rehabilitation Outcomes in 
Order To: 

 Obtain Employment 

 Successfully Reintegrate into the 

Community 

 Achieve Educational Goals 

 Develop a Framework of Positive 

Influences 

 Participate in Substance Abuse Prevention, 

Including NA and AA Mentors 

 Change Thinking Patterns, Victim 

Awareness and Develop Interpersonal 

Skills (Life Skills) 

 Establish Healthy Community Affiliations 

 Facilitate Successful Reintegration into the 
Community 

 Reduce Technical Recidivism Rates 
 Reduce the Cost of Incarceration 
 Improve Facility Metrics 
 Increase Public Safety 
 Increase Student Continuing Education 

and Job Training Opportunities 
 Support Quantitative and Qualitative Data 

on Student Job Placement and Retention 
 Increase Tax Base with Measurable 

Outcome Tracking 

 

BOTTOM LINE BENEFIT  

 SecureLearn advances transition outcomes, has a rapid ROI, frees up budget, and improves 

facility metrics.  

We believe education is the cornerstone of success.  Through the use of SecureLearn, individuals are 

better positioned to achieve positive outcomes in their personal relationships as well as their 

professional endeavors resulting in positive societal change. 

 


